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ABSTRACT

A DC generation and storage device including a power generation section with multiple layers of an electret film. A
rectifier is connected to the electret film, which in tum will be
connected to a DC to DC converter. A power storage device
(e.g., a battery or capacitor) will be connected to the converter.
20 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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ELECTRET FILM GENERATOR

converter as described immediately above. Finally, a power
storage device (e.g., a battery or capacitor) will be connected
to the converter.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION
5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This application claims the benefit under 35 USC § 119(e)
of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/949,411, filed Jul.
12, 2007 which is incorporated by reference herein in its
entirety.

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present invention,
a power generating shoe.
FIG. 2A illustrates one example of an electret film.
10
FIG. 2B is a schematic representation of the electret film.
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
FIG. 3A illustrates one example of the power generation
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT
section for the shoe.
FIG. 3B illustrates another example of how the power
The invention described herein was made with support of
generation section for the shoe may be formed.
the U.S. Government, and the U.S. Government may have 15
FIG . 4A demonstrates one circuit which may be used in
certain rights in the invention as provided for by the terms of
conjunction with the power generating section.
Grant No. W31PQ-07-1-003 awarded by the Defense
FIG. 4B is similar to FIG. 4A, but further illustrates a
Advanced Research Projects Agency.
conventional step-down DC to DC converter integrated with
20 the circuit.
FIELD OF INVENTION
FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a converter circuit
which may be used in the present invention.
This invention relates to materials which generate electricFIG. 6 illustrates the converter circuit of FIG. 5 switched to
ity when deformed and a converter circuit useful for the same.
one phase or state.
In certain embodiments, the invention relates to devices worn
FIG. 7 illustrates the converter circuit of FIG. 5 switched to
on the person which generate electricity from movement of 25
another phase or state.
the person.
BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

As used in this specification, the following terms will be
It is known in the art to use flexible materials to generate 30
defined as follows:
electricity from routine motions of individuals (e.g., walk"Shoe" means any form of foot wear, including but not
ing). For example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,433,465 uses the electrical
limited to military boots, hiking boots, tennis shoes, ski boots,
response phenomenon of electrostrictive polymers in reverse
running shoes, snow shoes, sandles, etc.
to harvest or generate electrical power from human walking
"Electret Film" means a polymer film which has been
motion. In this prior patent, a polymer material is incorpo- 35
permanently charged, for example by radiation or corona
rated into the soles of footwear and is either full- or partialdischarge. In certain embodiments, the film has cavities, cells
wave rectified and then if desired, converted to a direct current
or voids and the cell walls have been charged after formation
(DC) voltage level suitable for battery charging and the like.
of the cavities. In one embodiment, the polymer film is
Nevertheless, when dealing with such comparatively lowlevel power systems, any improvements in efficiency can 40 polypropylene, but a great number of different polymers may
be used, including nonlirniting examples such as polyethyloffer significant advantages and offer a much more practical
ene, polytetraftuoroethylene, PVDF, polymethylpentene and
energy recovery system.
cyclic olefin copolymer. In another embodiment, the film is a
SUMMARY OF SELECTED EMBODIMENTS OF
foam layer having positive and negative charges on opposite
INVENTION
45 internal void surfaces and at least one conductive coating on
an outer surface of the layer. Some films may have conductive
layers on both outer surfaces while other films may have no
One embodiment of the invention comprises a DC to DC
converter circuit. The circuit will include a voltage input
conductive layer. In certain embodiments, the cavity, cell, or
terminal and a voltage output terminal together with a first
void sizes will range between about I urn and I mm or any
capacitor element and a second capacitor element, where the 50 range therebetween. Nonlimiting examples of film thickness
second capacitor element comprises a plurality of individual
may be about 25 urn to about I mm (or any range therebecapacitors. The circuit will further include a switch network
tween). Nonlimiting examples of such electret films are found
which has: (I) a first phase wherein the plurality of capacitors
in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,654,546, 6,852,402, and 7,376,239, each
are in series and connected to the first capacitor element and
of which is incorporated by reference herein in their entirety.
disconnected from the output terminal; and (2) a second 55
"Power storage device" means any existing or future developed device capable of storing (either temporarily or for
phase wherein the plurality of capacitors are in parallel and
connected to the output terminal and disconnected from the
longer periods of time) electrical energy, nonlimiting
first capacitor element. Finally, there is a switch controller
examples including batteries, capacitors or supercapacitors.
that controls the switching between the phases. The switch
FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present invention,
controller monitors the voltage on the first terminal. The 60 a power generating shoe 10. Shoe 10 includes a sole 15 with
switching is initiated only if the voltage in the first terminal is
toe cavity 30 and heel cavity 20 formed in sole 15. Toe cavity
sufficiently high.
30 and heel cavity 20 will be sized to receive a power genAnother embodiment of the invention will be a DC generation section formed of an electret material as described
eration and storage device. The device will include a power
below. Although FIG. 1 illustrates both toe and heel cavities,
generation section comprising multiple layers of an electret 65 other embodiments could have only one of the toe or heel
film. A rectifier is connected to the electret film, which in turn
cavity. Likewise, other alternatives could position the electret
will be connected to a DC to DC converter, for example the
material in other places in the sole or simply all long the entire
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sole. The electret material could be in a cavity in the shoe,
formed integrally as part of the shoo, or a separate attachment
positioned on the show.
FIG. 2A illustrates one example of an electret film as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,654,546. The electret film includes
a plastic matrix A having voids or blisters C and metal films B
on an upper and lower surface of the plastic matrix. FIG. 2B
is a schematic representation of the electret film.
FIG. 3A illustrates one example of how the power generation section for the shoe may be formed. FIG. 3A is a folded
stack 40 of electret film (similar to FIG. 2a in U.S. Pat. No.
4,654,546). The folds at bends 48 result in the same polarity
metal surfaces being in contact with one another. Electrical
leads 46 and 47 extend within the folds of the film such that
electrical leads 46 contact only one side (i.e., one metal surface layer) of the film and electrical leads 47 only contact the
opposite side (polarity) of the film.
FIG. 3B illustrates another example of how the power
generation section for the shoe may be formed. FIG. 3B is a
roll 50 of electret film. In the embodiment shown, the electret
film is wound around a mechanical support 55. The purpose
of the mechanical support is to enable rolling of the film and
to keep the film stack in shape after rolling. The support
should be of low weight material such as plastic or wood or
another dielectric material. In addition, electrical contacts to
the film can be made by way of the support. In one embodiment, the support is a circuit board with electrodes patterned
for electrical contact to the film. An insulating film 53 will be
positioned between the wound layers of the electret film in
order that the opposing (polarity) metal surfaces 58 and 59 do
not come into electrical contact. In one example, the film
thickness is about 50 urn and the total film stack thickness is
about I em. Thus, the total stack would consist of about 100
wraps. The energy output from the film is proportional to the
total charge generated. This is proportional to the film area. A
larger number of wraps and hence a larger total film area is
more readily obtained with a thin film. More preferred
embodiments maintain the film thickness above 10-20 urn as
thinner films are more difficult to handle and process.
Although not explicitly shown, it will be understood that
electrical leads would be attached to metal surfaces 58 and 59
and could connect with a circuit such as seen in FIG. 4A.
FIG. 4A demonstrates one very basic circuit which may be
used in conjunction with the power generating section. In this
circuit, a conventional rectifier 60 connects to the electrical
leads of the folded or rolled electret film and ensures only a
DC current of correct polarity is directed to battery 80. When
force is applied to the film, it will generate charge Q. This
charge is delivered to the battery with a voltage V and the total
energy delivered to the battery is E=QV. As many applications may employ a battery with comparatively low voltage,
typically 3V, and significantly higher charging voltages cannot be delivered to the battery without damaging it, the energy
harvested with the direct connection to the battery voltage is
low.
FIG. 4B is similar to FIG. 4A, but further illustrates a
conventional step-down DC to DC converter 70 (e.g., a buck
converter or switched capacitor circuit) positioned between
rectifier 60 and battery 80. The step down converter allows
higher voltages (e.g. about SOY to about 150V) at the rectifier
output than is practical when connecting the rolled/folded
electret film stack directly to a battery. Because piezoelectric
transducers typically have high electrical impedances Z, the
output power (P"'V 2 /Z) will be small unless comparatively
higher voltages are used. For example, if the de voltage is 90
V, the energy generated by the transducer is E=QV, is 30

higher than in FIG. 4A where the power generating section is
connected to a 3 volt battery without being stepped down.
FIGS. 5 to 7 illustrate one embodiment of a converter
circuit 70 which may be used in the present invention. FIG, 5
5 shows a circuit having a first capacitor element 71, which may
be a single capacitor CA (as in the Figures), but also could be
a group of capacitors (for example in series or a combination
of series and parallel capacitors). The capacitor elements
described herein may be conventional capacitors or other
10 devices (conventional or future developed) capable of generating a capacitance. Circuit 70 also includes a second capacitor element 77, which in the particular example of FIG. 5 is a
plurality of individual capacitors c, to eN. A plurality of
diodes 76 Will be pOSitioned between CapacitOrS Cl tO CN in
15 order to direct current flow during the alternative switching
phases described below. The value of "N" (i.e., the number of
capacitors) will determine the percentage step down accomplished by converter circuit 70 as is explained below. A battery element 80 or other storage device such as capacitor Cx
20 will be positioned parallel to second capacitor element 77.
A switch network 75 will include switches Sl and S2
positioned on each side of the second capacitor element 77.
Switch network 75 will be controlled by a switch controller
72. In the embodiment of FIGS. 5-7, switch controller 72 will
25 comprise a conventional wake-up circuit 73a and oscillator
73b for sequentially operating switches Sl and S2. In one
embodiment, wake-up circuit 73a is positioned in parallel
with capacitor CA' In this embodiment, the wake-up circuit
contains a solid-state voltage reference such as a zener diode.
30 When the voltage reaches the internal reference voltage, the
wake-up circuit gives an output signal for example by changing the voltage on the output pin. Wake-up circuit 73a will
turn on oscillator 73b when the voltage across capacitor CA
reaches a predetermined value and tum off oscillator 73b
35 when the voltage across capacitor CA falls below a predetermined value. As explained below, the values at which oscillator 73b is turned on and off will be governed by desired
input and output voltage for converter circuit 70. In one
embodiment, oscillator 73b can be based on a simple relax40 ation oscillatorthat oscillates at about 500Hz. Oscillator73b
should have two non-overlapping outputs to control the on/off
positions of switches Sl and S2. In the example shown in
FIGS. 5-7, the switches should never be both on at the same
time. In another embodiment, an integrated version of the
45 controller can be based on an oscillator and state machine that
switches the signals. The circuit 70 could be formed in any
conventional or future developed manner, including being
formed from discrete circuit elements or being formed as an
· integrated circuit on a single chip.
50
The operation of converter circuit 70 may be illustrated
with FIGS. 6 and 7. FIG. 6 shows a first phase or state where
Sl is closed and S2 is open. In this switching configuration,
the plurality of capacitors C 1 to CN are in series and connected
to the first capacitor element 71 (capacitor CA) and are dis55 connected from capacitor Cx (e.g., the output terminal of
converter circuit 70). Because capacitors C 1 to CNare in series
and connected to the capacitor CA, this results in the total
voltage across capacitors C 1 to CN being equal to the voltage
across capacitor CA (i .e., voltage Vl) as suggested by the
60 right-hand insert in FIG. 6. This also means that the voltage
across each of the individual capacitors C 1 to CN is equal to
Vl/N.
However, the next cycle of oscillator 73b will cause circuit
70 to switch to the second phase or state shown in FIG. 7
65 where Sl is open and S2 is closed. In this switching configuration, the plurality of capacitors C 1 to CN are connected in
parallel with capacitor Cx and are disconnected from capaci-
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tor C" (e.g., the input terminal of converter circuit 70).
those skilled in the art will recognize many different ways to
Because capacitors C 1 to CN are parallel to one another and to
accomplish these two phases. For example, it could be
accomplished (although less efficiently) with a larger number
the capacitor Cx, the voltage is equal across all these elements. Further, because the voltage across a capacitor cannot
of switches and a more complex control network operating
change instantaneously, the voltage across capacitor CN and 5 the switches.
Cx (V2) is equal to Vl/N as suggested by the bottom insert in
Furthermore, converter circuit 70 is not limited to the voltFIG. 7. The voltage Vl/N should be higher than the voltage
age ranges generated by human powered devices, but could
be employed to handle voltage ranges much higher. The voltover Vx to enable charge transfer from capacitors C 1 to CN to
age source could be from any repetitive mechanical motion
Cx.
As mentioned above, one embodiment of oscillator 73b 10 acting on a power generating film or could be any other
switches the circuit at about 500 Hz. In this embodiment,
voltage source. The above described converter circuit may be
where the input voltage Vl is in the range of lOOV to 120V
very useful for other applications where electrical power is
and it is desired to have an output voltage V2 in the range of
generated with an electret or piezoelectric power generator
that can output high voltages. One advantageous aspect of this
3V to 5V (e.g., to charge a 3V battery), the capacitance (of
each) of capacitors C 1 to CN is approximately I uF and the 15 embodiment of the converter is that it operates only when the
capacitance of C" is approximately 1-100 uF. To obtain an
input voltage has reached sufficiently high level and is based
output voltage of 3V-5V from a input voltage of 120V, it will
on switching between series and parallel combinations of the
capacitors. However, it will be understood that not all
be apparent that N should be in the range of 20 to 40. Likewise
in this embodiment, wake-up circuit 73a will tum on oscillaembodiment necessarily incorporate this aspect.
tor 73b when the input voltage Vl reaches the neighborhood 20
Returning to FIG. 1, it will be understood that folded stack
· 40, a roll 50 (FIGS . 3A and 38), or some other configuration
of 120V and will tum off oscillator 73b when the input voltof multiple layers of the electret film may be position in heel
age drops to the neighborhood of liOV. Thus it can be seen
that when oscillator 73b is on, converter circuit 70 switches
cavity 20 and/or toe cavity 30. As used herein, a "heel" or
between the charging phase of FIG. 6 (charging capacitors C 1
"toe" cavity simply means a cavity in the vicinity of the heel
to CN) and the discharging phase of FIG . 7 (discharging 25 or toe such that weight from the heels or balls of the feet
capacitors C 1 to CN). Capacitor CA does not become fully
compresses the film layers while the user is walking or rundischarged during operation of the circuit and output voltage
ning. The electrical leads from the electret film will be connected to wire 25 which in turn connects to other circuit
V2 stays within the approximate range of 120/N and II 0/N.
A unique property of the above described embodiment of
elements such as rectifier 60, converter 70 and battery 80.
converter circuit 70 is that its operation is based on the input 30 Rectifier 60, converter 70 and battery 80 may be positioned
voltage. A typical prior art de/de converter seeks to maintain
within the shoe sole, on the outside of the shoe, or separate
constant output. The controller described in this embodiment
from the shoe (such as on the body or clothes of the wearer of
only operates when there is sufficient input voltage to enable
the shoe). In one embodiment, rectifier 60. converter 70, and
efficient conversion.
battery 80 may be formed on an integrated circuit which is
Naturally it will be understood that the above circuit 35 positioned on the shoe or within the shoe's sole. As the wearer
parameters are simply for one embodiment of the invention
of the shoe walks or runs, the electret material is alternately
and those parameters could vary greatly. The energy obtained
placed in compression and released, thereby generating a AC
voltage which may be rectified, stepped down, and the power
from the electret film increases with the voltage. Thus, for
high power output, the voltage is preferably high, for example
stored in the battery. In certain applications it is possible to
in the range of about I 00 to about 500 volts. On the other 40 replace the battery or charge storage capacitor with a device
hand, the very high voltages (for example above about 1
that will use the generated power immediately. For example,
kilovolt) may be impractical as it may result in breakdown in
it is possible to connect the converter output directly to light
emitting diode. This way the shoe will have a blinking light
the electret film or in the conversion circuit. For example, the
which illuminates whenever the user steps on it. However, the
generator devices will typically be designed to generate a
voltage in the range of about 3 V to about 500 V (or any range 45 invention is in no way limited to a particular type of electronic
there between) with the lower range corresponding to the
component which can be attached to the converter output.
direct connection to a battery without conversion and the
Further, although the figures illustrate the layers of electret
material positioned in a shoe, the present invention includes
upper range being influenced by the availability and cost of
electronic components that can withstand high voltage. If the
using the electret film as a power generation device in any
voltage is too low, very little practical power is generated. If so number of environments. For example, the electret film could
the voltage is too high, lower cost circuit components needed
be position between a backpack and the body of wearer or
between two mechanical objects. The only requirement is that
to handle the higher voltage may become too large for a
the electret film be in a position such that it will be alternasystem that unobtrusively fits within a shoe or other personal
equipment. However, circuit components handling higher
tively compressed and released. Although the above embodivoltages and being sufficiently small can be incorporated into 55 ments describe employing an electret material, other embodithe design if the higher costs are justified or if technological
ments could employ any electro-mechanical transducer
improvements lower the cost of high voltage components. For
material (i.e. , .any material producing an electrical chcp-ge
when subject to mechanical force, including electret or piezothe about 3 to 500 voltage ranges described above, the
approximate capacitance range of capacitors C 1 to CN could
electric materials). Furthermore, when the term "connected"
be between about{)_] uF and about I 00 uF and the capaci- 60 is used herein, it not only means two elements directly connected, but can also mean two elements indirectly connected
tance for CA could be between about I uF and about 1 mF.
with one or more further elements in between.
Typically, as the capacitance c, to eN becomes smaller, the
Other embodiments may include (Embodiment A) a power
clock (oscillator) speeds must increase.
generating shoe comprising: a. a shoe body having a heel
Likewise, while the embodiment of FIGS. 5-7 utilize the
arrangement of diodes and the two switches Sl and S2 to 65 cavity and a power generation section positioned in the heel
create the two phases where the capacitors C 1 to CN alternate
cavity and comprising multiple layers of an electret film .
between a parallel configuration and a series configuration,
Embodiment A may have variations such as (i) the multiple
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2) a second phase wherein said plurality of capacitors
layers being formed by folding the electret film; (ii) the multiple layers being formed by rolling the electret film; (iii) an
are in parallel with said output terminal and disconinsulating material being placed between layers of the rolled
nected from said first capacitor element; and
electret film; or (iv) the electret film comprising a deformable,
iv. a switch controller which switches to said second
permanently charged, polymer layer with cells formed 5
phase when a first voltage is created across said first
therein and two conductive layers on first and second sides of
capacitor element arid which s~tches to said first
the polymer layer. Variation (iv) could also comprise a second
phase when a second, lower voltage is created across
multiple layer electret film being positioned in a toe end of the
said first capacitor element; and
shoe.
d. a power storage device connected to said converter.
Embodiment A may further comprises a rectifier and a 10
2. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
power storage device connected to the electret film; or the
wherein said multiple layers are formed by a folded electret
power storage device may a battery or a capacitor. In such an
film.
example, the battery may be designed to operate at a voltage
3. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
of between about I and about 10 volts, i.e., the battery could
wherein
said multiple layers are formed by rolling an electret
operate at approximately a single design voltage, i.e., about 3 15
film.
volts (9 volts, ect.), not that a single battery is intended to
4. The power generating shoe according to claim 3,
operate overthe full range of I to 10 volts. The Embodiment
wherein an insulating material is placed between layers of
A may have an electret film less that 500 urn thick or the
said rolled electret film.
rectifier and the power storage devices may be positioned in
S. The power generating shoe -according to claim 1,
the shoe.
20
wherein diodes are positioned between said individual
Another embodiment (Embodiment B) may be a lower
capacitors in said second capacitor element such that said
power, DC generation and storage device comprising: a. a
power generation section comprising a multiple layers of an
individual capacitors may be switch between said parallel
phase and said series phase.
electret film; b. a rectifier connected to the electret film; and c.
6. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
a power storage device connected to the rectifier. Embodi- 25
ment B may include the multiple layers being formed by
wherein said switch controller comprises an oscillator which
turns on when said first voltage is reached.
folding the electret film or the multiple layers being formed
7. The power generating shoe according to claim 6,
by rolling the electret film. In the latter case, an insulating
material may be placed between layers of the rolled electret
wherein said oscillator oscillates at a frequency between
film.
30 about 100 Hz and about 10000 Hz.
A further embodiment (Embodiment C) may be a method
8. The power generating shoe according to claim 7,
of generating power through human locomotion comprising
wherein said frequency is about 500 Hz.
the steps of: a. providing a power generation device compris9. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
ing a multiple layers of an electret film, a rectifier connected
wherein said plurality of individual capacitors each have
to the electret film, and a power storage device connected to 35 approximately equal capacitance.
the rectifier; and b. positioning the power generation device
10. The power generating shoe according to claim 9,
on a human and/or his equipment such that the multiple layers
wherein said capacitors have a capacitance between about 0.1
uF and about I 00 uF.
of electret film are repeatedly compressed during walking.
Embodiment C includes the electret film being positioned in
11. The power generating shoe according to claim 10,
at least one shoe of the human or the shoe having a heel cavity 40 wherein said first capacitor element has a capacitance of
in which the electret film is positioned. Likewise, the rectifier
between about 1 uF and about 1 mF.
12. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
and the power storage devices may be positioned in th!! shoe
or Embodiment C may have the multiple layers formed by
wherein said power storage device is a battery designed to
folding the electret film or by rolling the electret film.
operate at a voltage of between about 1 and about 10 volts.
13. The power generating shoe according to claim 1,
Although the above disclosure has been described in terms 45
of certain specific embodiments, it will be understood that
wherein said multiple layers comprises a piezoelectric matemany other obvious modifications and variations may be
rial.
made to the present invention. All such modifications and
14. A DC to DC converter circuit comprising:
variations are intended to fall within the scope of the followa. a voltage input terminal and a voltage output terminal;
ing claims.
50
b. at least a first capacitor element and a second capacitor
I claim:
element, wherein said second capacitor element com1. A power generating shoe comprising:
prises a plurality of individual capacitors;
a. a power generation section comprising a multiple layers
c. a switch network comprising:
of a electro-mechanical transducer material positioned
i. a first phase wherein said plurality of capacitors are in
in or on a shoe body;
55
series to sa\d first capacitor element and disconnected
b. a rectifier connected to said electro-mechanical transfrom said output terminal; and
ducer material;
ii. a second phase wherein said plurality of capacitors are
c. a DC to DC converter connected to said rectifier, said
in parallel with said output terminal and disconnected
converter comprising:
from said first capacitor element; and
i. a voltage input terminal and a voltage output terminal; 60
d. a switch controller which switches to said second phase
ii. at least a first capacitor element and a second capaciwhen a first voltage is created across said first capacitor
tor element, wherein said second capacitor element
element and which switches to said first phase when a
comprises a plurality of individual capacitors;
second, lower voltage is created across said first capaciiii. a switch network comprising:
tor element.
1) a first phase wherein said plurality of capacitors are 65
15. The DC to DC converter circuit according to claim 14,
in series to said first capacitor element and disconwherein said switch controller comprises an oscillator which
nected from said output termi-nal; and
turns on when said first voltage is reached.
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16. The DC to DC converter circuit according to claim 15,
wherein said oscillator oscillates at a frequency between
about I 00 Hz and about 10000 Hz.
17. The DC to DC converter circuit according to claim 14,
wherein the voltage input terminal has an input voltage and
the voltage output terminal has an output voltage, and the
input voltage is greater than the output voltage.
18. The DC to DC converter circuit according to claim 14,
wherein the first capacitor is not capable of discharging to the
output terminal.
19. The DC to DC converter circuit according to claim 14,
wherein only the second capacitor element is capable of discharging to the output terminal.
20. A DC to DC converter circuit comprising:
a. a voltage input terminal and a voltage output terminal;
b. at least a first capacitor element and a second capacitor
element, wherein said second capacitor element comprises a plurality of individual capacitors;
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c. a switch network comprising:
i. a first phase wherein said plurality of capacitors are in
series to said first capacitor element and disconnected
from said output terminal; and
ii. a second phase wherein said plurality of capacitors are
in parallel with said output terminal and disconnected
from said first capacitor element; and
d. a switch controller which switches to said second phase
when a first voltage is created across said first capacitor
element and which switches to said first phase when a
second, lower voltage is created across said first capacitor element; and
e. wherein diodes are positioned between said individual
capacitors in said second capacitor element such that
said individual capacitors may be switched between said
parallel phase and said series phase.

* * * * *

